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Abstract
The radio auroral emissions produced by the Jupiter’s
magnetosphere between a few kHz and 40MHz, the
most intense of our Solar System, are known since
half a century, but they still drive many questions,
and their deepened study is one of the main aim of
the JUNO missions (arrival in July 2016). Jovian
auroral radio emissions are thought to be produced
through the Cyclotron Maser Instability (CMI), from
non-maxwellian weakly relativistic electrons gyrat-
ing along high-latitude magnetic fields lines (Zarka,
1998). These emissions divide in different spectral
components, driven or not by the moon Io. The origin
and the relationship between kilometric, hectometric
and decametric non-Io emissions in particular remains
poorly understood.

To investigate these emissions, we simulated nu-
merical dynamic spectra with the most recent ver-
sion of the ExPRES code - Exoplanetary and
Planetary Radio Emission Simulator, available at
http://maser.obspm.fr - already used to successfully
model Io decametric and Saturn’s kilometric arc-
shaped emissions (Hess et al., 2008, Lamy et al., 2008)
and predict exoplanetary radio emissions (Hess et al.,
2011). Such simulations bring direct constraints on the
locus of active magnetic field lines and on the nature
of CMI-unstable electrons (Hess et al., submitted). We
validated the new theoretical calculation of the beam-
ing angle used by ExPRES, which now includes re-
fraction at the source. We then built updated simu-
lations of Io and non-Io emissions which were com-
pared to the radio observations acquired by the Cassini
spacecraft (Jupiter flyby in 2000) and the Nançay de-
cameter array (routines observations of Jupiter).

1. Figure

Figure 1: (a, b, c) Dynamic spectra of typical Io-
Jupiter arcs observed by Wind/Waves and the Nan-
cay decameter array. (d, e, f) Dynamic spectra of Io-
Jupiter emissions for the same t-f intervals as in Fig-
ures 3a, 3b, and 3c, simulated by the ExPRES code us-
ing actual observing geometries (Black arcs are gener-
ated in the northern hemisphere and grey in the south-
ern one. Labels in italics indicate weak or unobserved
arcs.
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